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SO, WHAT’S IN A BRAND?
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COSTLY ASSUMPTIONS

Never

Assume



COSTLY ASSUMPTIONS

ASSUMPTION # 1

People will know how to find you



COSTLY ASSUMPTIONS

ASSUMPTION # 2

People know what you sell



COSTLY ASSUMPTIONS

ASSUMPTION # 3

Everything will go as planned



COSTLY ASSUMPTIONS

ASSUMPTION # 4

People know where to click



COSTLY ASSUMPTIONS

ASSUMPTION # 5

People know how to get home



COSTLY ASSUMPTIONS

ASSUMPTION # 6

People know where they are



COSTLY ASSUMPTIONS

ASSUMPTION # 7

People know how to buy



COSTLY ASSUMPTIONS

ASSUMPTION # 8

People will volunteer personal information



COSTLY ASSUMPTIONS

ASSUMPTION # 9

People will contact ‘customer support’
if they have a problem



COSTLY ASSUMPTIONS

ASSUMPTION # 10

People will come back







What is the Second Floor?

A coffeehouse, featuring a bookshop and a space for creative

expression and intelligent discourse.

Coffeehouse tradition is all about sparking conversations - and we're passionate about 

providing a platform for people to engage with each other. Our society is insular and 

inhibited and we intend to break that mould. Through regular events such as poetry 

readings, book signings, workshops, talks, debates, film screenings, unplugged music 

sessions, and stand-up comedy, we hope to get people to think, question, and take action. 

The Second Floor is the first project of PeaceNiche, a non-profit organization committed 

to becoming a vibrant centre of Pakistan's developing civil society. We care deeply about 

human rights, peace-building, justice, the environment, social development, and 

intellectual poverty alleviation. We use our space to run a socially responsible business 

that makes a meaningful difference in the lives of our customers. There is no blaring 

music, unless we're having a music event. Non-smokers are respected. We do not buy 

pastries for Rs. 20 and sell them for Rs. 150. We collaborate with independent, young 

designers, photographers, and artists and provide them with walls to display their work. 

Our bookshop is independent, eclectic and alternative. We react positively to all feedback 

and do not make customers fill out comment cards!

The Second Floor is a constantly evolving space that feeds the body, mind, and soul. 
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QUESTIONS, COMMENTS?


